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Harmonic Analysis over Finite Commutative Groups 
in Linearization Problems For Systems of Logical Functions 
M. G. KARPOVSKY 
Tel-Aviv University, Romat-Aviv, Tel-~tviv, Israel 
In this paper we consider the linearization problems for systems of two- and 
many-valued logical functions by methods of abstract harmonic analysis. By an 
optimal inearization we mean a representation f the original system as a 
superposition of linear and nonlinear vectorfunctions, such that the complexity 
of the nonlinear part is minimized. The problems are solved for the three most 
simply computed criteria of the complexity of systems of logical functions. 
Logical functions are treated as functions defined on finite commutative groups. 
The solutions of the linearization problems involve the use of Fourier expansions 
of these functions in terms of the group characters. The spectral characteristics 
thus arising, as well as the correlation characteristics obtained from the original 
function by double spectral transforms, are used as a working tool in solving 
linearization problems. The solutions are exact and convenient from the com- 
putational standpoint. 
The paper illustrates the effectiveness of the methods of abstract harmonic 
analysis in problems of synthesis and optimization of digital devices. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the linearization of systems of functions defined on 
finite commutative groups, the principal topic being linearization of systems 
of two-valued and many-valued logical functions. Two classes of structures 
are studied: structures with the linear and nonlinear blocks connected in 
series and in parallel. The problems treated are optimization problems, in 
the sense that their solutions determine structures with nonlinear parts of 
minimal complexity. 
The main tools are methods of harmonic analysis on finite commutative 
groups. These methods yield solutions which are both exact and convenient 
for computational purposes. 
The paper falls into four sections. 
The first section discusses harmonic analysis on finite commutative 
groups. We define the spectral and correlation characteristics of functions 
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on such groups and study their properties. Spectral transforms of functions 
are defined by expanding them in generalized Fourier series in terms of the 
group characters. Correlation characteristics are obtained from the original 
functions by double spectral transforms. 
In the second section we introduce and justify various criteria for the 
complexity of systems of logical functions. These criteria will subsequently 
be used in the linearization problems. 
The third section formulates and solves linearization problems for the case 
of series-connected linear and nonlinear blocks. The main tools utilized 
here are the correlation characteristics. 
The fourth section is devoted to linearization when the linear and nonlinear 
blocks are connected inparallel. The main tools are the spectral characteristics. 
In order to make the exposition more systematic, we include in this paper 
certain results of Karpovsky and Moskalev (1970, 1973), slightly generalized. 
Related questions, concerning the linearization of systems of logical functions 
and the synthesis of logical networks using orthogonal transformations, were 
dealt with in Karpovsky and Moskalev (1967, 1970), Karpovsky (1971), 
Lechner (1971), Kitahashi and Tanaka (1972). The use of harmonic analysis 
on finite commutative groups in problems of analysis, synthesis, and optimiza- 
tion of digital devices is also discussed in the monograph of Karpovsky 
(1976). 
I. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON FINITE COMMUTATIVE GROUPS 
Let G be a finite commutative group. A character of G is defined to be a 
homomorphism of G into the multiplicative group of complex numbers. The 
set of characters of G is a complete orthogonal basis in the space of functions 
mapping G into the field C of complex numbers, and on the other hand the 
set of characters of G is a multiplicative group isomorphic to G (Curtis and 
Reiner, 1962). Thus if Xo,(x) is the character mapped onto an element co ~ G 
under this isomorphism and f :  G -~ C, then 
where 
f(x) = ~ S,(co)Xo,(x), (1) 
oJeG 
&(co) = g-1 ~ f(x) xo,(x), (2) 
X~G 
g is the order of G and X~o(x) is the function complex-conjugate to X~o(x). 
Formulas (1) and (2) define the generalized Fourier transform over G, 
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a functionf(x) being associated with its spectrum S~(co). The basic properties 
of the generalized Fourier transform are analogous to the corresponding 
properties of the classical Fourier transform (Curtis and Reiner, 1962). 
We now indicate an explicit method of constructing characters for finite 
commutative groups. 
q'~--I 
Express G as a direct product of cyclic subgroups, G = 1-I~=0 Gi • Let ei 
denote a generator of G~, qi the order of Gi and qi prime (i = 0, 1,..., m - 1). 
Then for any x ~ G there is a unique vector x = (x(°),..., x (r~-l)) such that 
0 <~ x (i) < qi and 
ra--1 
X ~ x(° )eo  * "'" * X (m-1)em_ l  ~ * x ( i )e i  
where 
x(i)g i . .~  e i * ... , el; 
X(i) 
0e = e, the identity of G. (We let • denote the group operation in G.) 
m--1 
THEOREM 1 (Curtis and Reiner, 1962). Let G -= 1--L=o Gi , x =- . r~l  x(Oei , 
.~-1  oj(i)ei, (0 <~ x (i), ~o (i) < qi ; i = O, 1,..., m - -  1). Then ¢0 ~ i~O 
) X~(X) = exp ~ (27r/qi)jo~")x") , (3) 
' ,  i=0  
(where j -~ (--1) x/2, qi is the order of Gi) and the multiplicative group {X~(X)} 
is isomorphic to G. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that if qi = q (i = 0,..., m --  1), then {X~(X)} 
is the system of Chrestenson functions; if q = 2 we get the system of Walsh 
functions (Karpovsky and Moskalev, 1970). 
We now define correlation function on a group. The cross-correlation 
~(2)  e \ function z~1(1)(~).sc~)(x)t~ ) for functions f ro :  G --+ C,f(2): G --+ C, is defined as: 
B(~)  ~ , /x)<~),/~)(~)(r) = ~ fro(x)  f(~'(x * T-a), (4) 
"r~G 
where r -1 e G the inverse of r in G. 
The next theorem will show the relationship between the cross-correlation 
function and the generalized Fourier transform. Denote S~(w) = ~'( f (x ) )  
and f (x )  = o~-~(S1(oJ)). 
THEOREM 2 (Curtis and Reiner, 1962). For any fa ) ,  fizz: G ~ C, the 
following diagram is commutative (g is the order of G): 
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{f{t )  f(2)) 
t 
B(%)(1) , f(a) ,c 
FIG. l. 
F 
(Sf(O Sf(2)) 
F- t  
q- S f(1) • Sf{a) 
Diagram of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 enables one to calculate the correlation function as an iterated 
generalized Fourier transform. 
Throughout he sequel, we shall consider functions f(x) taking values in 
the field R of real numbers. 
I f  fro(x) = ft2~(x) = f(x),  then function B~2}(r) ~ B(2)( r~1 , is known as the 
autocorrelation function. We now proceed to generalize this concept. 
Consider the system of autocorrelation functions 
i0--1 
BT)('r ) = ~ f (x ) f (x  * z -1) " " f (x  * "c -('-~)) =- ~ ~I f (x  * -r -~) (5) 
~';¢--1 
where, if G = I-I~= o G~ , qi is the order of Gi , thenp = 2, 3,...,min{i} qi -- 1. 
The function B}~)(~ -) may be viewed as the cross-correlation function of 
f (x )  and its p -- 1 successive translations on the group G. We now describe 
its main properties. 
THEOREM 3 (Karpovsky and Moskalev, 1973). Let f :  G -+R;  let e be 
qrb--1 
the identity in G = 1-I~=o Gi , ~ ~ G. Then for any p E {2, 3,... min/qi --  1}: 
(~) 
Bym(e ) = ~ f~(x), (6) 
B( i• )  i --1\ (~) ~(~1~ ) = B~(~)(~) (7) 
(analog of the evenness relation for the classical autocorrelation function), 
B(~)  r ~ (~) ,(~,~)~.; = B~)(~)  (8) 
(group-translation i variance). 
Let ~ be a group isomorphism for G, then 
B(~)  ~ , (v)  1(~( ))t') = B1(~)(a(~'))- (9) 
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Theorems 1-3 may be used to calculate the functions S1(w ) and B~r)(T), 
which will be used constantly for solutions of linearization problems. 
To conclude this section, we note that calculations of the values of functions, 
spectral characteristics, and correlation characteristics utilize operations over 
these values in the field of complex numbers. However, the results may be 
generalized to he case that the operations are defined over finite fields. 
/ 
I][. COMPLEXITY OF SYSTEMS OF LOGICAL FUNCTIONS 
Let Gq denote the group {0,..., q - -  1} with respect o addition modulo q 
(the operation will be denoted by @ (mod q)), and 
co~ = aq x ... x a~, (q >~ 2). 
m 
By a system of k q-valued logical functions of m arguments we mean a system 
of K mappings f " ) :  Go ~ --+ G~ (i = 0,..., k - -  1). The complexity of a system 
is defined as the sum of complexities of the functions entering into the 
system. 
We shall consider various criteria for complexity of logical functions. 
The simplest and most natural complexity criterion for a q-valued logical 
function f(x(°),..., x(~-a)), x I¢) ~ G o (i = 0,..., m-  1) is the number ¢0(f) 
((0 ~< m) of arguments on which f(x(°),.:., x (m-l)) depends essentially. (The 
function depends essentially on x I¢) if there exist ~,/3 ~ G o such that for some 
(x(0,,..., x(i-1), xii+l,,..., x(~-l))  f(x(O),..., x(i- l , ,  o~, x"+l',..., x ('~-1') @ f(xl°),. . . ,  
x "-11, 8, x,+~l,..., x(m-~l).) 
The criterion ~:0(f) is very easy to evaluate but is only weakly connected 
with the specific properties of the function f. 
We now define a criterion ~:l(f), first for the ease of Boolean functions 
(q = 2). 
I f  x 1 = (x~°),..., x~n-1)), x~ = (x~°),..., x(~-a)Wx")~ , ,1  , x~ i) ~ {0, 1}), we set 
'm--1 
a(x~ , ~)  = E I x~ ~ -x~'~l.  
i=0 
Then ~l ( f )  is the number of pairs {x 1 , xe} such that f (x l )@f (x2)  and 
d(x 1 , x2) = 1. 
The criteria ~0(f) and ~l ( f )  are used in the case q = 2, for example, in 
Sholomov (1966), Pospelov (1968), Karpovsky and Moskalev (1970); some 
considerations from which one can determine the relation between ~o(f ) ,  
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~:l(f) and the complexity of a minimal network implementing the mappingf  
may be found in Sholomov (1966), Karpovsky and Moskalev (1970). 
We now proceed to introduce two natural generalizations ~,L( f )  and 
~l.H(f)  of ~:l(f) to the case q /> 2, arising from two different metrizations 
of the space of q-adic vectors of arguments. 
We shall use the two most familiar metrics (Berlekamp, 1968): the Lee 
metric dL(xl, x~) and the Hamming metric dH(xl, x2): 
m--1 
, ,  (i) x~ i)) (mod q), (/) x~i) I, [X~ i) X~ i) ] ZL (,%'1
= Z - - - 
i=0  
0 ~ [X~ i) X (i) - -  Z l~0"5q;  (10) 
dfI(Xi , x2) = Z dH( x~i)' x~i)) ' dB(X 1"  (i), x~i)) 
i=O 
= (i) x~i) (11) X, 1 z . 
We introduce the following notation: (i) ~:I.L(f) is the number of pairs {xl, x2} 
such that dL(Xl, x2) = 1 and f(xl)  :Af(x2); (ii) ~l,H(f)  is the number of 
q-tuples of vectors {x 1 ,..., xq} such that dH(Xi, xs) = 1 (i, s ~ {1,..., q}, f =/= s) 
and there exist %/3 ~ {1,..., q} (~ @/3) such that f(x¢) ~ f(x~). When q = 2, 
we have ~l,L(f )  = ~l ,H(f)  = ~l(f))" 
The complexity criteria C1,L(f) and ~l,H(f)  are related to the error- 
correcting capability of the function f. The function f (and any device im- 
plementing it) will correct an error {xl, x2} (xl =/: x2) if f (x l )  ~ f(x2). An 
error {xl, x2} is called a single Lee error (Hamming error) if alL(X1, x2) = 1 
(dH(x 1 , x2) = 1). (The probability of either typeoferror - -Leeor  Hamming-- 
depends on the physical representation (i.e., type of modulation) of the 
signal x (Berlekamp, 1968).) 
Given a function f, we let "ql,L(f) and ~h,H(f) denote the number of 
corrected single Lee and Hamming errors, respectively. Then by (10), (t l ) :  
1, q ~> 2, 
~LL(f)  = yqq'~,n -- ~l.L(f), Yq = 0. 5, q = 2; (12) 
<<, . -  <.(i)) ~l,H(f) 
The criteria ~:0, ~:I,L, ~I,H will be used below for linearization problems. 
Of course, these are not the only possible criteria; our choice is dictated 
primarily by considerations of computational simplicity. 
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I I I .  SERIES LINEARIZATION OF SYSTEMS OF LOGICAL FUNCTIONS 
Let f (x)  = { f  (i)(x)} (i = 0,..., k - 1; x = (x Im ..... x(m-l'), x (8~ ~ {0,..., q - 1}) 
be a system of k q-valued logical functions which depend essentially on all 
their arguments. We first assume that q is a prime. 
Let a -~ (ais)(a/8~{O,... , q -  1}; i,s = 0,..., m-  1) be a nonsingular 
m × m matrix over GF(q). We construct a system f i (x )= {f(~i)(x)} as 
follows: 
f(~i)(a @ x) = f(i)(x) (mod q) (i = 0 ..... k 1). (14) 
(Here and below the symbol (~ and the notation (rood q) to the right of an 
expression signify matrix multiplication over GF(q).) 
Formula (14) generates a scheme for synthesis of a device implementing 
the function f(x) by series connection of two blocks: linear a and nonlinear 
f,(x). 
By series linearization we mean the determination of a matrix a, minimizing 
the complexity of fc~(X) for the given system f(x). The reason that we are 
minimizing the complexity of the nonlinear part fo(x) only is that for almost 
all f(x) and almost all a the complexity L( f )  of the minimal network im- 
plementingf(x) is much more than the complexityL(a) of a minimal network 
implementing a. For example, let q = 2 and m --~ ~;  then for almost all 
systems of k Boolean functions of m arguments, the complexities L( f )  and 
L(a) (measured by the minimal number of single-input and two-input logical 
elements) satisfy the conditions (Nechiporuk, 1963) 
L( f )  ~-~ k • 2m/m, (15) 
L(a) ~ m~/log2 m. (16) 
(The expression "for almost all functions of m arguments in class ¢ satisfying 
condition A"  means that the fraction of functions in ¢ satisfying condition A 
tends to unity as m --~ o~.) 
Thus, the problem of series linearization with respect to a criterion ~:. 
may be formulated as follows: Given a systemf(x), find a matrix % such that 
min ~.(f~) = ~(f.=), (17) 
aeSq 
where f.(x) is defined in terms of f (x)  by (14) and ~a is the class of all non- 
singular m × m matrices over GF(q). 
We denote the complexity ~(f%) of the nonlinear part for the best 
~ ( f ) -  linearization % by (n) 
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The theorems established below furnish constructive methods to determine 
% and estimates of ~n)(f) (c~ = 0; 1, L; 1, H). 
We shall seek a solution to the series linearization problems using the 
autocorrelation characteristics B)2)(r) and B~q)(-c) on the group G = Gq "°~. 
We first consider linearization with respect to C0 • 
Construct the  following system of characteristic functions for given 
{ f  (i)(x)}: 
ll, f(i)(x) = t, 
/ ( i ) (x )  = .0, f(i)(x) vat. (is) 
Let B~2~(r) be the - ~'(i) x = - -  = autocorrelation function otji ( ) (t 0,..., q 1; i 0,..., 
k-  1) on G = Gq'~ (see (4)), and let B~2)(~ -) be the total autocorrelation 
function off (x) :  
B52)(") " -= Di,A r) -~ ~ E f}i)(x)f} ') (x @ .) (mod q). (19) 
i , t  i ,t  ~eG 
(The symbols @ and @ (rood q) denote componentwise addition and sub- 
traction modulo q). We set % ~ G~(f) if and only if 
B(2)(~'s) ---- max B?)(~ -) -~ B~)(0,'.., 0) = k" q'~. 
t~G 
(20) 
Then G1(f) is a subgroup of G, which we call the inertia group of f(x) 
(since it follows from (19) and (20) that % ~ Gl(f)  if and only if f(x) = 
f (x  @ %) (mod q)). 
Now let b1(f) be the number of elements in an arbitrary basis for Gi(f)  
(in other words, in an arbitrary maximal set of elements of Gl(f)  linearly 
independent over GF(q)). 
THEOREM 4. Let T O ~ 3q be a matrix whose set of columns contains some 
basis for the inertia group of a system f(x) of k q-valued logical functions of m 
arguments. Then 
(i I i)) % @ T o = E (mod q), = , (21) 
~n)(f) = k(m -- b1(f) . (22) 
643/33/2-5 
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Proof. By (14) and (21), we hav ef%(x) ~-f (T  o @ x) (m0d q). Set 
es=(O ..... O, 1, 0,..., O) (s = O,.",m - -  1). 
S : 
Thenf%(x) depends on x (s) nonessentially if and 0nly if B~)(e~) = k -  q% 
Then, if % .... , %/¢)-1 is a basis for Gx( f )  and % is the sth column of T o 
(s = 0,..., b i ( f )  - -  1), we have % ~ T o @ e s (mod q) and by (14), (20), and 
Theorem 3 (for a = % and p = 2): 
(3) r~(3) c , r -  B(2) t e kq m - -  Bl(~)O's) --= z~1(~)t ~o @ es) "-- Bf(ro®~)(es) = fOo(~)t s) 
(s = O, 1 ..... b1(f) - -  1)(rood q). 
Consequently, ¢~0")(f) --  ¢0(f%) <~m- b~(f ) .  
We now show that for any a e Sq ~o(fi) >~ m --  b l ( f ) ,  whence it will 
follow that a 0 is the best linearization with respect to ~0. Let ~o(f,) = 
m bz(f ) --  e (e > 0). Then there ~exist vectors ei, (r = 0,..., b l ( f )  + e - 1) 
such that 
B (3) ~e ~ ~(3)  (e ~ 0(3)  r -1 , :~  k • q'~ = 1,(x)t #) = ~¢(o-~®~it i~J = z't(~)t~ ~.~ %) (mod q) 
and so (or -1 @ ei)  ~ G I ( f ) .  But since the vectors ei, (r ~ 0 ..... b l ( f )  + e --  1) 
are linearly independent and the matrix a is nonsingular over GF(q), this 
contradicts the assumption that the basis of G~(f )  contains only b l ( f )  
vectors. This completes the proof. 
Thus, series linearization with respect o the criterion ~0 reduces to the 
following operations: 
1. construct the total autocorrelation function B}3)(T); 
2. using the maxima of B}3)(~-), construct he inertia group Gx(f);  
3. select an arbitrary basis in G l ( f ) ;  
4. construct a matrix T O E 3~ whose set of columns contains the basis 
of G~(f) and invert T O over Gf(q) .  
EXAMPLE 1. Table I defines a system {f  (o), fro} of two Boolean functions 
of 4 arguments and values of the corresponding total autocorrelation function, 
B}2)0 ") (q - -  2, m -- 4, k ~ 2, G = G24). We see from Table I that Gt( f ) -  
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{(0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1)i (1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1)}. As a basis we take . O = 
(0, 1, 0, 1), T 1 = (1, 0, 1, O)(bl( f)  ~ 2). Now set 
To.= 
( ool ( OlloX) 
0 0 so that a°= 0 0 " 
0 1 0 1 
The  funct ions f  (°) andf  m are also shown in Table I .  
dO-  0 do"  0 = 
TABLE I 
x, ~ x (°~ x m x c2) x (8) fro) fm B~) "%f(°) fa om 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 0 1 
5 0 1 
6 0 1 
7 0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 0 0 32 0 0 
0 1 1 0 16 0 0 
!1 0 1 0 16 0 0 
1 1 1 1 16 0 0 
0 0 1 0 16 1 0 
0 1 0 0 32 1 0 
1 0 1 1 16 t 0 
1 1 1 0 16 1 0 
0 0 1 0 16 1 0 
0 1 1 1 16 1 0 
1 0 0 0 32 1 0 
1 1 1 0 16 1 0 
0 0 1 1 16 1 1 
0 1 1 0 16 1 i 
1 0 I 0 16 1 1 
I 1 0 0 32 1 1 
I t  is evident from Table I that f~ '  and f~ '  do not depend essentially on  
x (2), x (3). Consequently, in accordance with (22), ~:(0~'(/)= ~0( /~ ' )+ 
~:0(f~lo ') = 4, (whereas ~o(f)  ~ 8). 
A network realizing a o is i l lustrated in Fig. 2. Thus  the efficiency of the 
serial l inearization with respect o the criterion ~:o depends only on the order 
of the inertia group Gl ( f ) .  
The class of systems possessing a nontrivial  l inearization with respect o ~ 
is relatively small. We therefore proceed to l inearization with respect o ~:l,z. 
and ~l ,n-  
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x(O) 57 . . . . .  . - -  
I 
X O) i 
'X(2)  j 
I ! 
i % l 
t_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
~ j odder rood 2 
Fio. 2. A linear example of Example ]. 
We first consider ]inearization With respect to ~I.L, based on use of the 
Lee metric. 
G iven  a system f(x),  we Construct B~(2)(r) as before (see (18), (19)). Then, 
if ~'o ,..., r~- I  ~ Gq~ and T is the m × m matrix with columns r o ..... r , ,-1, 
we set 
" B(~)t.r ~ (23) ~I~)(T) = Z , , , - .  
s=O 
THEOREM 5. 
arguments, let 
Then 
Given a system f(x) of h q-valued logical functions of m 
max Be)(T) B(~)tT ' 
Te , .7 ,  a = .: k 1,L ) "  (24) 
~1,~ ® T~,~ -- E (rood q), (25) 
= ~I  ( ld - ) )  ~q 5, q=2"  ¢~.£(f) rq(q~mk (26) 
Proof. We first show the connection between the total autocorrelation 
function BI(2) and CX,L-eomplexity Of the systemf. 
Let , N(2) denote the number of pairs {xl, x2} Such that dl,L(Xl, x~) = 1, 
and N~ 2) (i ----- 0,..., k - -  1) the number of pairs (xl., x2} such that  
, ; 
• dI,L(Xl, X2) = 1 and f(°(xl)  :/: f(*)(x2) (xl,  x2 E G~).  
Then, by (10), (18), (19), and (23), 
q--1 
= -- y" B(~)tE~ N (2) ~q-q~ m, N} 2)~ N(~) Yq" ~ i,~  ). 
t=0 
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Further, it follows from (19) that 
~-~--i ( V B(2)tE" ~-1 N} 2) ~-1 ~I,L( I )  = ~ = Yq q rnm - -  ,z~__o i.t~ )] = Yq(q rnmk - -  B~2)(E)) • 
i=O 
Similarly, for any ~ e 3q, 
~l ,L ( fa )  ~ yq(q~mk (2) - BIo (E)). 
Now, by (14), we have for any ~ E 3q, 
fo(x) = f (a  -1 @ x) (mod q), 
and so, in view of (9), it follows from Theorem 3, (24), and (25), that 
(n) ~l.L( f )  = ~1 L(f% L) : min yq(q~mk _ BI  "(2)(E)) 
oe..~q 
= rq(q%,k  - -  max BI2)(E)) = yq(q mk - -  max B1(2)(a-')) ¢r~Sq ctC~q 
yq(q~mk ~(2)t T ~ - -  t)f  I 1 ,L J ] ,  
and %,L @ TI,L = E (rood q). The proof is complete. 
Thus, the process of linearization with respect to ~1,L amounts othe 
following operations; 
1. construct he total autocorrelation function B}m(r); 
2, determine a matrix 7'1, L maximizing B(I2)(T ) over all T e Eq ; 
3. invert T1. L over GF(q). 
The question of economical techniques for calculation B}2)(r) will be 
discussed later; for the moment we indicate a recursive m-step procedure to 
compute the columns rg 'L),''', -~-1~(1'L) of matrix 7"1. L , satisfying (23), (24). 
Set 
max B~2)(r) = B~2)(r~I"L)). (27) 
r~(0 ..... 0) 
Assuming that -r(o I'L), , _(a.r) (s = 1,..., m-  1) are already known, and • . .  T8__  1 
letting L s be the set of all vectors @i=0s-1 ciri- a,L) (rood q), ci ~ {0 ..... q - -  I} 
(I, L) (I, L) ~ . . . .  (i, L) cir i = r i ~j  "'" ~) r i (mod q)), 
Ci 
we have 
B(2), tl.L), = max B(2)(r) (s 1 ..... m 1). (28) I I,% ) = - -  ~-¢L s
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Some data about the implementations of the above algorithm for the case of 
systems of Boolean functions may be found in Karpovsky, Moskalev (1970). 
EXAMPLE 2. Table I I  defines a function f and the appropriate B}21(T) 
(q = 3, m = 2, k = 1). Using the procedure (27), (28), we have, for example, 
Then 
The functionfil,L 
O'I,L = (22 "21). 
is also shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
x,  "r x (°~ x m f B(2)f , f i '  l .L  
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 0 
2 
0 
,1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
9 0 
2 1 
2 0 
2 0 
3 .  2 
3 0 .  
2 1 
3 2 
3 1 
It is readily seen that, in accordance~ with (26), ~(")~'1.Ltj) = 12, whereas 
~l,z(f)  = 14. 
The methods just described for linearization with respect o {:o and {:1.c 
were based on the correlation characteristics. 
B(%) = ~ Bi,~(~'). 
i ,t 
To calculate B}2)(~ -) itself, one can use formula (19) and the evenness 
relation (7), but for large m and k ~ m it is more advantageous to use 
Theorem' 2, calculating B~(~ -) in terms of iterated generalized Fourier 
transforms over the group Gq ~. Since the characters of Gq ~ are the 
Chrestenson functions or, if q = 2, the Walsh functions, the generalized 
Fourier transforms may be calculated in this case by using the highly effective 
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algorithm of the fast Hadamard-Chrestenson or Hadamard-Walsh transform 
(Andrews and Caspari, =1970). 
To end the discussion for ~I,L, we observe that an optimal linearization 
with respect o ~:I,L is always optimal with respect o ~0 (but not conversely), 
and so the class of systems "admitting a nontrivial inearization with respect 
to ~I,L always contains the corresponding class for ~:0 • 
We now consider linearization with respect o the criterion ~:I.H, based on 
the use of the Hamming metric. 
Given a system f(x) = (f(~)(x)} of k q-valued logical functions of m 
arguments, we construct the characteristicsf~i)(x) (see (18)) (i --  0,..., k - -  1; 
t = 0,..., q --  1) and the total autocorrelation function B}q)(z) on the group 
Gq TM: 
= B(Otr~ q-1 BSa)(r) Z i,tt , = ~. Z 1-I f}i)(x -- pr) (mod q). (29) 
i , t  i,~ w~Gq m !o=0 
Furthermore, if T is the m × m matrix with columns ro ,..., r~_ 1 , then 
B~q)(T) = Z B(7)(%)" (30) 
s=O 
THEOREM 6. 
assume that 
Then 
Given a system f of k q-valued logical functions of m arguments, 
max B~q)(T) ---- B~q)(Tl,n). (31) 
T~Nq 
%,u @ TI,n = E (rood q), (32) 
(n) ~l,n(f) = q ~n-lmh -- q-lB(1q)( Tl,n). (33) 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5; to find al. L one can employ 
a procedure similar to that used for o-1, L . The only difference is that B}m(r) 
should be replaced by B}q)(r) (for Boolean functions, az, L = el,n). 
EXAMPLE 3. Table I I I  defines a function f and the appropriate Bs (a) 
(q = 3, m = 2, k = I). Usingthe procedure (27), (28), we have/'1, n = (~ 1), 
and then a 1 n = (~ 11); the corresponding fa1 n is also shown in Table I I I .  
In  accordance with (33), we have ~( l~( f )= sel,n(f%~)= 4, whereas 
f l , , ( f )  = 6. 
To conclude this section, we generalize the above linearization procedures 
to the case that q is not a prime. 
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TABLE III 
~, ~ x (°' x '~' f B?) L~,~ 
0 0 0 0 9 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 
2 0 2 0 0 0 
3 1 0 0 0 2 
4 1 1 2 3 1 
5 1 2 0 3 0 
6 2 0 1 0 2 
7 2 1 0 3 1 
8 2 2 2 3 0 
Let Rq denote the ring of residue classes modulo q. In the previous case 
(q a prime), the a's were linear operators in an m-dimensional vector space 
over GF(q);  in the case of composite q, they will be linear operators in an 
m-dimensional vector space over the ring Rq (i.e., in an Rq-module). We know 
(Lang, 1965) that under these circumstances a matrix a over Rq is invertible if 
and only if its determinant t a Iq and q are relatively prime ((1 a [q, q) = 1, 
where (a, b) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b), 
Thus, we have a ~Sq if and only if(I cr ]q, q) = 1. The theorems established 
above remain valid (except hat the relations (27), (28) can no longer be used 
to find 7"1. L or TI,H). 
EXAMPLE 4. We carry out the linearization procedure for the 4-valued 
logical function defined by Table IV (q = 4, m = 2, k = 1). 
The functions B~e)(.) and B~q)(.) = B}4)(r) are also shown in Table IV. 
Since Gz(f)  = {(0, 0)}, there is no nontrivial inearization with respect o C0. 
In accordance with Table IV, and (24), (31), we put T1, L = 711, n = 
(12 ~)(TI,L ff ~a, since I Tl,r~ Ia = 3 and (3, 4) = 1). 
Then al,L ---- al.H = ~1 = (1 ~). The functionf, x is shown in Table IV. By 
(26) and (33), we have f(n),z,  = ~l,L(f,) = 20, ~ 1.LtJ  ) ,~)n(f) = ~l.n(f~, 1) = 7' 
whereas ~LL( f )  ---- 27, ~I,H(/) = 8. 
For the case of functions of one argument, which is of importance in 
applications, a ~ {0,..., q --  1}, and a ~ Zq if and only if (a, q) = 1. In this 
case it is worth noting that linearization with respect o ~:~.L minimizes the 
q--1 
number Y,~=0 If(x) --f(x Q 1)1 (rood q) of discontinuities of the function 
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0 0 0 2 16 16 2 
I 0 1 1 3 0 1 
2 0 2 2 4 0 4 
3 0 3 3 3 0 4 
4 1 0 3 2 0 2 
5 1 1 4 7 4 3 
6 1 2 1 3 0 3 
7 1 3 4 2 0 3 
8 2 0 1 0 0 2 
9 2 1 2 5 0 3 
10 2 2 4 6 2 1 
11 2 3 1 5 0 4 
12 3 0 1 2 0 1 
13 3 1 3 2 0 1 
14. 3 2 3 3 0 1 
15 3 3 1 7 4 1 
f (x) ;  this is useful, for example, when one is calculating f (x)  by summation 
mod q of its finite differences. 
Aqf  (x) = f(x)  -- f (x  @ 1) (mod q). 
IV ,  PARALLEL L INEARIZATION OF SYSTEMS OF LOGICAL FUNCTIONS 
We first formulate the parallel inearization problem for the case of greatest 
practical importance--systems of Boolean functions (q = 2). 
Given a system f (x)  = {f,)(xm~,..., x(~-l~)} (i = 0,..., k - -  1) of k 
Boolean functions depending essentially on all their m arguments, let 
( *n-1 ~(s) (s) t {dr(x)} = l@d;  x , (mod2) ( f¢* )c{0 ,1} , r  =0 ..... b - -  1) 
! , a~0 ] 
be a system of some b linear Boolean functions. I f  there exist t r ~ {0, 1} and 
f~(x )  such that 
b--1 
f(O(x) = f(ff(x) -[] (Z(x) @ t~) (34) 
r=O 
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(rood 2) (i = 0,..., k -- 1), (x = (x(°l,.,, x(m-1)), then: we shall call 5¢(x) = 
b- - I  
I-I,=o (f~(x) @ t~) (mod 2) a parallel linearization ,for f (x).  
A network realizing f (x)  may be obtained by connecting in parallel net- 
works implementing the linear functions fr (x)@ tr (mod 2) (r = 0,..., b -- 1) 
and the nonlinear part f~e(x). 
There exists a nontrivial linearization for f(i)(x) if and only if ~f(~) (x )  
( i )  2 m-1. In order to extend the problem to the c 'ase~f  (x )> 2 ~-1, we need 
only replace the multiplication operation in (34) throughout by logical 
addition (this follows from the DeMorgan laws). 
The linearization ~a~(x) will be called a' best linearization with respect o a 
criterion ~ if it minimizes the complexity G(f.~) of the nonlinear part 
f.~(x) = {f~(x)}. 
We now generalize the parallel linearization problem to systems f (x)  = 
{f(i)(x)} (i = 0,:..,k 1) of q-valued logical functions (where q is an 
arbitrary integer /> 2, not necessarily prime), depending essentially on all 
their m arguments. Let : 
f r t - -1 
dr(x ) = @ d{8)x¢O (mod q) (#)") ~ {0 ...... q --L}, r = 0,..., b -1 )  
8=0 
be a system of some b linear q-valued logical functions. Let {dt(fr(x)) }(t ~- 0,..., 
q -- 1) denote a system of characteristic functions for dr(X): ' 
tl = t, 
=o ,  4(x) # t " (35) 
(if q ~ 2, we have do(d,(x)) = E;(x) @ 1 (rood 2), ddtr(x)) = L(x)). 
I f  there exist t r ~ {0,..., q -- 1} and f~(x)  such that 
0--1 ' ' " ' '  
f(i)(x) ~- f~(x)  ]-I at,(d~(x)) (i = 0, . . ,  k -- I), (36) 
then ~(x)  b-1 -- I-It=0dt,.(dr(x)) is a parallel inearization for/(x), and we denote 
f (x)  = f.~(x)" Gf(x). (37) 
Our problem is to determine a best linearization with respect o a Criterion 
~ (a = 0; 1, L; 1, H). 
Let f f~  denote the set of systems fw(X)~ {f~2(x)} satisfying (37) for 
givenf(x) and ~L,a(x), and 
min ~( f~)  = ~:a(Cz ). (38) 
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We shall say that a linearization ~qo is best if it minimizes ~(/ '~). As before, 
we let ~(fl)(f) denote the ~:~-complexity ~:~(f.~ ) of the nonlinear part for a best 
linearization ~o.  
In constrast o the previous treatment, the solution of the problem will 
involve not correlation functions but rather spectral characteristics of the 
system {f  {i)(x)}. 
By Theorem 1, the characters of the group G = Gq TM are 
)¢o~(x) = exp 27r x~lco (s) , 
S==0 
(x = (x I°~ ..... x(~l~); co = (co(°l,..., co(,~-l); x(~), ~o(,I ~{0,...,q --  1}). (39) 
:Let f~ ~ ,_,. ,..., e G. We stipulate that ve~  G~(f) if and only if 
there exist tr e{0,..., q -  1} and fse(x) = {f~2(x)} such that 
" f/Z--1 / \ 
f(O(x)=f(~(x).dt~t@o=o~)x (~)  (modq) ( i=0 ..... k - - l ) .  (40) 
Then G~(f) is a ~ subgroup of G, which we call the linearity group of 
f(x) = {f  ~)(x)}. 
LEMMA 1. A system f(x) (x ~ Gq "~) is expressible in the form (40) if and 
only if 
Ss(~(/~) -= q-~ exp(--(2rr/q)jt~) Z f~i'(x), (41) 
where $I~,~ isthe spectrum ofthe Fourier expansion off (i) (x) in terms of characters 
of Gg". 
Proof. In view of (39), we have 
) = q-m E x¢,(x) 
~ Gq m 
= 2 fc  (x) exp 
N~ Gq TM 
(med q) and therefore 
Ss~(~ ) = q-'~ exp(--(2rr/q)jtr) 2 f~l(x) 
~r x )=1 for anyx  if and only if ,J~=oc~'~-I E¢~)x(~ == t~ (mod q) or d t ,(@~'~=o 1 (~ (~ 
such that f(il(x) ¢ O, hence if and only if condition (40) holds. 
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Lemma 1 provides a simple procedure for constructing the linearity group 
G~( f ) :  l~E G~( f )  if and only if 
I S/o(4)l  = max t S/o(~)I = S/,)(O .... ,0) = q-~ ~ f(~)(x) 
¢.O~Gq TM 
~ ~ G-q q'a 
(i = 0,. . . ,  k -- 1). (42) 
Comparing (42) and (20), we see that whereas the maxima of B}2'(r) defined 
/¢--1 the inertia group G,(f)  off(x);  the maxima of Y.~=0 I S*..(°))t define the 
linearity group G~( f )  of f(x). Moreover, if q is a prime, then for any f(~)(x) 
~(2) / x (x ~ Gq ~n) the number of points at which ~I")W) and i S1m((°)l assume their 
maximal values is always a power of q; hence we have yet another simple 
check on the correctness of a calculation of autocorrelation characteristics 
and spectra. 
THEOREM 7. Let d o ,..., fb.~(1)-~ be an arbitrary basis for the linearity group 
a .v( f )  off(x) = {f(~'(x)} (x E Gain; i = 0,. , k -=- 1); and 
S/,)(d~) = q-" exp(~(Zw/q)jtr) Z 'f(i)(x) 
xe(Tf ~ 
(r = 0,..., b.v(f) -- 1; i = 0,..., k -- 1). (43) 
Then 
b(D-1 m-1 
~'a°(x)=G"c"~l'L(x) =~"n(x) '  ]-[r=o dt:(~=oE~*'x(S') (modq); (44) 
(n) ~o (f) ~ m- -  bw(f); 
(to = ; (4S) 
(~) kq~-b.~(s)-l(m ~I,H(f) <~ bze(f)). 
Proof. It follows from 13emma ! that 
b~(J)-I dtr \m-is=0 ) ~'q°°P*(x) ~- 1-[ (@ ~r(S)x'8' (mod q) 
r~0 
is a linearization. 
Set x ~ dq-l(1) if and only if ~f(x) = 1. Then, by (36), (38), if £zi-l(1) C 
~f~-~(1), we have ~(fael) ~ 8~(f.v~)(~ = 0; 1,L; 1, H). If £a(x) is a lineariza- 
tion for f(x), then do .... , d~_ x ~ G.~(f) and, since d o .... ,4  ~(I)-1 are a basis for 
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G~(f ) ,  it follows by Lemma 1 that ~- l (1)  __C_ Yo~t(1), ~ "^ ~(f~) > G(/~eo~,) and 
X'opt(x) is a best linearization (~ = 0; 1,(L; 1, H). 
We now prove that ¢0(f-%,t) <~ m - -  b~( f ) ,  whence the inequalities (45) 
will immediately follow. 
For that we first construct he function f .%v,(x) satisfying (37) for given 
f (x ) ,  ~C,e(x) = ~opt(X) and depending essentially on no more than m - bz ( f )  
arguments. 
Consider the following nonsingular system of b~( f )  linear equations 
over GF(q): 
m--1 
(~ %-{8)x (~) =t  r (rood q) (r = 0,..., b~( f )  -- 1). 
8~0 
There exist i8 (s = 0,..., b~( f )  - -  1) such that x (~,) = gs(X (°) ..... x C~-l~) where 
the gs are some linear functions over GF(q), each of which is independent 
of all the arguments x(l~) (s = 0,..., bxe(f  ) - -  1). Furthermore, if f (x )  = 
f~o t (x) ' ~ogt(x), we substitute the function g~ for x Iq) inf~ogt(x ) (s = 0 ..... 
b~( f )  - -  1), to obtamf~, (x) such that 
opt 
X :(~) =IZo,~( )" ~°opt('), 
~o(f>opt) ~ m --  b~( f ) ,  
and consequently 
, 
~n)(f) = ~:0(f~eovt ) ~ 0(fz%t ) ~ m - -  b~( f ) .  
This proves the theorem. 
Thus, the linearity group G~(f )  generates all parallel linearizations for 
the system f, the best parallel inearizations with respect o ~0, ~l,L, and ~a.u 
coincide, and they may be determined by a procedure involving the following 
Operations: 
1. compute the spectral characteristics S: (#(w) ( i  = 0,..., k - -  1); 
2. using condition (42), construct the linearity group GL:(f); 
3. select an arbitrary basis in G~( f ) ;  
4. use formulas (43), (44) to compute the best linearization 
As before, the most convenient tool for calculation of the spectra S:{o is 
the fast Hadamard-Chrestenson transform. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Table V defines a 3-valued logical function f (x )  (q = 3, 
m = 2, k = 1) and its spectrum Sl(o~ ) (we use the notation ~x = exp(2rrj/3), 
~2 = exp(4nj/3)). We have Gse( f  ) = {(0, 0), (1, 2), (2,:1)}. As a basis we 
can take, say, the vector (1, 2 ) (b~( f )  = 1). Since $I(1 , 2) = (5/9)~ = 
3 -2 • exp(--(2~r/3)j2) •5, it follows from Theorem 7 that 
,Lfolot(x) = 4(x  I°) @ 2xa!) (mod 3) 
and 
, ¢:(n) ~(n) 
The functions d~(x (o) @ 2x m) (mod 3) andf~opt(x) are also shown in Table V. 
We see from the table that ~o~)(f) = 1, st~.~2(f) -~ 2i ~:~nn ) = 1, Whereas 
~:o(f) = 2, ~l,L(f)  = 12, ~ ,~(f)  = 6. 
TABLE V 
d~(x!O! @ xm) 
x, o x '°' x m f g • $ I  (moo 3) x!°) f~oi, t
0 
t 
2 
3 
,.4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 0 
0 1 
0 2 
1 0 
1 1 
1 2 
2 0 
2 1 
2 2 
0 5 
2 -g i  
0 -g2 
0 -G  
0 -1  
1 5~1 
2 -- ~1 
0 5G 
0 - - i  " 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 '  
2 
2 
1 
2 
We now generalize the parallel !inearization procedure  to arbitrary com- 
mutative groups. 
Let G = G% × '-" × G%_ 1 , where the group G% contains the elements 
{0,..., qs - -  1}, qs is prime (s = 0,..., m - -  1), Consider a system {f  (i)(x(°),..., 
x(m-1))} (i = 0,..., k - -  1; x (s) E {0,..., qs - -  1}). (A system of this type may 
describe, for example, the operation of networks constructed on elements 
with a different number  of stable states, networks operating in Systems of 
residue classes, and so on.) All the complexity criteria introduced previously 
may be applied to systems of this class. The definitions-of ~:o and ~I,L are 
entirely analogous to the previous definitions, ' while ~l .n( f  (°) is the total 
number of sequences {x o ,..., x%_1} (s = 0,..., m - -  1) of argument vectors 
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which differ only in their sth component and have the property: there exist 
~,/3 E {0,..., qs -- 1} such that f(x~) =/= f(x~), 
Let Q denote the lowest common multiple of q0 ,..., qm-1 and Qs = Q/qs 
(s = 0,..., m - 1). Our class of linear functions in this case will consist of 
the functions 
¢r*--I 
fr(x) -= @ Q/r(S)x (s) (mod Q), where ~}~) ~{0,..., qs -- 1). (46) 
s=0 
The characters of G = G% × "" × Gq~_l are, by Theorem 1, 
( ) X~(x) = exp (2~r/Q)j ~[  Q~xi~ko ¢~ (x c~l, col~) ~ {0, 1,..., q~ - 1)). (47) 
S~0 
Then, as before, the group of linear functions (46) is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative group of characters (47), and the set of vectors f~ = (f~m,..., 
~¢'~-~)) for which there exist t~ e {0,..., Q - 1} and f~(x)  such that 
~-1 t fCi)(x) = f (~(x) .d ,~(@Qs4~)x  (~) (i = 0,..., k 1) (modQ) (48) 
\ S=0 / 
is a linearity subgroup: G~(f )  of G; moreover, { f  c/)(x)} satisfies (48) if and 
only if 
/m-1 \-1 
@(~)(fr) =q I - I  q~) exp(-(2rr/Q)jt,) ~f , , (x )  ( i=0  ..... h - -1 ) ,  (49) 
ks=0 / 
where $I,~ is the spectrum of the expansion o f f  "~ in terms of characters (47). 
Thus, as before, the maximum moduli of the spectra define the linearity 
group G~(f ) .  Let g0 .... , Ebb(s)-1 be an  arbitrary basis in G~e(f) (i.e., a 
maximal set of elements of G~(f )  satisfying the condition: .b~0¢I)-1 c¢"~E~ =
(0,..., 0) if and only if c ("~ = 0 (rood Q), where 
cl*'f, = f,  * " "  * de and 0 l, = (0 .... , O) (s z (0,..., b~(f)  -- 1)), 
and • denotes the group operation in G). 
Then, by analogy with (44), 
Wo~,(x) =~o(X) =~,~(x) =~. . (~)  = 
b,.~(D-1 /m-1 \ 
II { ® Q/ s'x' "] 
s=0 \ 8=0 / 
(rood Q). (50) 
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Note that (49) and (50) generalize the results of Lemma 1 and Theorem 7 
to arbitrary commutat ive groups. The  spectra may be calculated using 
the algor ithm of the fast Four ier  transform for arbitrary finite commutat ive 
groups (Apple and Wintz,  1970). 
EXAMPLE 6. Let  G = G 2 × G2 × Gz (qo = ql = 2, q~ = 3 and x 1 . x 2 = xz 
if and only if x~ °) = x~ °) @ x~ °) (mod 2), x~ 1) = x[ 1) @x~ 1) (mod 2) and 
x~ ~) = x[ ~) ® x~ ~ (mod 3). Table VI  defines a function f(x) (x E G) and its 
spectrum $i(o) ) (~1 = exp(27rj/3), ~2 = 47rj/3)). 
TABLE VI 
d1(3 x(°) @ 3x m Q 
x, oJ x(°! x m x (~) f 12 • S¢ 4X c2~) (mod 6) x (°} fLaop t 
0 0 3 
1 1 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 '  0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 4 0 
1 0 492 0 
2 0 4~i '0  
0 0 -2  0 
1 3 -2~ 1 
2 0 -2~1 0 
0 0 2 0 
1 1 2~ 1 
2 0 2~1 0 
0 0 --4 0 
1 0 , --4~z 0 
2 0 --3~x 0 
We have 
G~(f )  = {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 2)(1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2)}. 
As a basis for G~(f )  we can take, e.g., the vector (1, 1, 2); Since Q = 6, 
Qo =Q1 = 3,Q~ = 2, and S~(1, 1, 2) = --1~1 - -  12 -1 • exp(- - (2~/6)  "j" 1) • 4, 
it follows from (42), (50) that ~ovt(x) = dl(3x {°) @ 3xm@ 4x (z)) (rood 6); 
dl(3x (°) @ 3£  1) @ 4x (2)) (rood 6) and f~opt(x) are also given in Table  VI .  
= 1, ~l.H(f) = 1, whereas ~o(f )  = 3, We have ~(o~)(f) = 1, ~l,z(f)('~) (~) 
¢l,L(f) = 8, ¢l,H(f) = 6. 
Finally, we note that by successive application of our procedures for series 
and parallel l inearization of systems of logical functions, one can construct 
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all the parallel-series networks implement ing a given system and containing 
only one nonl inear block. 
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